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I. Answer the following questions.

(2)

Q1. Why did the Lion and the Tiger not go with the Red Dragon?
Ans.

Q2. What was the extra homework given to Varun?
Ans.

II. Frame an interesting sentence with the following word.

(1)

interesting –

III. Fill in the blanks with a correct pair of homophones that you have learnt.

(2)

1. Let us _____________ here and get the correct_________________ of the vegetables we bought.
2. The _____________ of sheep _______________the shepherd’s call.
IV. Write the opposites for the following words.

(2)

1. perfect x __________________

2. thinner

x

________________

3. brave

4. loudly

x

________________

x

__________________

V. Match the word to its meaning.

(2)

1.

giggled

a.

make a long sad cry or noise

2.

different

b.

speak very softly using one’s breath without one’s voice

3.

wailing

c.

not the same

4.

whisper

d.

laugh in a nervous or silly way

1. _______

2. _______

3. _______

4. _______

VI. Fill in the blanks with suitable possessive pronouns.

his

hers

mine

yours

ours

(2.5)

theirs

its

1. My doll has a pretty hat. The hat is ______________.
2. I can’t have your chocolate. It is ________________.
3. Caroline stitched a dress for herself. The dress is ____________________.
4. I love to collect key chains. These are ______________.
5. Ken baked some cookies for his father. These cookies are _______________.

VII. Add question tags for the following statements.
1. She hasn’t slept yet, ___________________?
2. The doll is very pretty, ____________________?
3. You haven’t seen my keys, ________________?
4. They shouldn’t be doing this, _______________?
5. Jack was frightened, ____________________?

(2.5)

VIII. Fill in the blanks with the Present Participle form of the given verb.

(3)

1. It is __________________(begin) to rain.
2. I am _________________(give) these shoes away.
3. My mother is ________________(bake) a cake for me.
4. The man is _______________(learn) to drive the car.
5. Why are you _________________(stare) at me?.
6. The workers are _________________ (build) a bridge.

IX. Fill in the blanks with the Present Perfect form of the given verb.

(3)

1. Seema ____________(has/have) __________________ (open) a new shop.
2. The man ________ (has/have) _______________(give) away all his wealth.
3. Raj ____________(has/have) __________________(make) a tasty salad.
4. My mother __________(has/have) ________________(throw) away all my comic books.
5. I _____________(has/have) never________________(say) anything bad about you.
6. They _________________(has/have) not _________________(eat) still.

X. Listen to the passage carefully and answer the questions given below.
Q1. Write (T) for true and (F) for false statements.

1. The speaker has a large place to grow plants.
2. They shifted to their new flat a year ago.

Q2. Choose the correct word you heard and fill in the blanks.
1. The speaker’s ____________________ gave him the suggestion to grow plants.
(mother / grandfather)
2. There are marigold, shoe-flower and ______________ plants in his garden. (rose / jasmine)
3. The speaker’s favourite place in his house is _______________. (kitchen / garden)

(2.5)

XI. Read the passage carefully and answer the questions.

(2.5)

Sarah’s family’s washing machine stopped working so her dad ordered a new one. It was going to be
delivered on Saturday. When Saturday came, Sarah and her friend Emily sat in the front yard
waiting for the delivery. They were excited because they knew that they would get to play with the
box. “Big boxes are so much fun”, said Sarah. “Here comes the delivery truck” yelled Emily.
As soon as the washing machine was out of the box, they took some crayons and coloured all over it.
They turned it into a pink, blue and yellow clubhouse.
It was their club house for a while and then it became their fancy car. After that, they cut out a
square in front of the box and made it into a T.V. They acted out their favourite shows for the rest of
Sarah’s family.

I. Answer in one word.
1. When was the washing machine scheduled to be delivered?
2. What is the name of Sarah’s friend?

II. Fill in the blanks.
1. First the girls turned the box into a _____________________________.
2. After that, they made the box into a __________________________ and then into a ______________.

